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PROBLD( OF DZPUD3ABILIKT OF ILCTHIC MOMS

by

Egineer I. A. Tishchenko

A great part of the electric motors put out at the present time do not

possess sufficient operatlonal dependability. They are developed with a

view to the maximum reduction of expenditure In their making, but not with

proper consideration of the expenditure In their operation. Electric mo-

tors which convert electrical energy into mechanical energy form the main

link an electric drive. Therefore the problem of the depandablity of the

motors is part of the problem of the dependability of the electric drive, and

investigation of methods of Impting It mroves to be a task of first Impor-

tance.

In this article we consider the principles involved In the designing of

dependable motors that are profitable in every respect in the people's so-

cialist economy.

Mathemtica Concept of the Dependabilitt of Motors. The dependabil-

ity of a mecanical device or any part of it is determined be the probabil-

ity of Its functioning without getting out of order during the couse of a

given time with determined conditions of applications
U

H=e .

where I is the deplendability (probability of faultless working) for a per-

lod of time with an average time between breakdowns and activity a.

The dependability, i. e. the probability of getting out of order will

be
P=I-e (2)

The concett of breakdown is conventional. For breakdown in action
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050 can consider both getting out of orde I.eading to stoppage with occasion-

al (unforbeen) damage to the mechanical device, and also forced prestipulated

cessation of its vorking for the carrying out of repairs and adjustmsto.

Anp.Licable to motors as characteristic breakdowns one can consiter all

occasions of major overhaul to motors, independcyýtjy of whether they come

from random damage or ns a result of prestipulated planned measures directed

towards avoiding the damage from random stoppageo.

The dependability of motors with relation to their being put under major

overhaul can be cailed dependability with relation to 'major' breakdowns in

action. Such deoendability in taking into consideration only part of the

breakdowns is conventional or partial dependability of the mechanical device.

Dependability where one takes into consideration 11 possible brehkdowns In-

cluding regulation required stcppages for prevending random breakdowns (pre-

ventative insaections and current And moderate repairs) constitutes com-

plete or general dependability of a mechanical device or industrial aggregate.

For obtainint trustworthy solutions in investigating the phenomena by

methods of mathematical statistics it is necessary that the statistical data

correspond to a stated problem. In this case with a sufficient amount of

random phenomena marked deviations vill be met with very seldom, and the

random phenomena line up almost like non-random phenomena.

It is Impossible, for example, unless it ti substantiated, by the data

from ^ number of breakdowns in one enterprise to judge of the dependability

of the motors in the whole branch of the Industry, or by the data of one

branch to judge of the dependability of the motors in the people's economy

as a whole.

?he greatest pulling out of motors for major overhaul is in construction

vort, where it on the average amounts to about 50% of the number Installed
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per year. In the mining Industry the pulling out of motors for mijor

overhaul amounts to 30%. In machine building about 204, in ferrous metal-

lurgy 14, and in the chenical industry 9%. On the average for the whole

industry of the USSR it amounts to 16%per year (a a 5 years).

Substituting t a y 5 ears in the expression (1) we get,

H-=e-'=0.37.

Consequently the dependability of the action of the motors in the in-

dustry of the USSR related to the mkjor breakdowns and tht. five-,tAr period

of operation at the present time amounts to 37ý, and the dependability to 631.

The usual expression of the separate member of the probability distri-

bution of Poisson o-t" *4 , an be used in connection with the problemsC'!

in the Investigation of the dependability of motors by the method of sub-

stitution of the ratio t for the mathematical expectation a.

Each of the members of the finite series

the sum of which Is equal to 1 re-presents the probability of the correspond-

ing number of breakdowns. The first member of the series (4) represents the

probability of the number of breakdowns, I. e., the dependability of the de-

vice; the second member the probability of one breakdown: the third member

the probability- of two breakdowns, etc. By analyzing the dependability of

motors in Industry with the aid of the expression (4) with t 0 m a 5 yoers.

a.. I and 3 a 0.3?, one can draw the conclusion that for 5 years 63% of

all the motors installed in Industry are pulled out for major overhaul,

and In this number 37% once, 18% twice, 64 three tines, l. tfour times.

0.3f% five times, etc. The full number of withdrawals for capital over-

haul of 63 motors for five years amounts to 100. In this bare and further
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on It is assumed that the dependability of the motors repaired by the *sors

on the avtr%4e is not less than that of the now motors.

Let us consider, by using the expresbion (4) the probability of withdrawal

for major overhiul of motors in the course of 1960 (t = i year) with an av-

ernge period between the major breakdowns m a 5 years.

Of 2,00r motors produced In the course of a year not Less than IU• are

withdrawn for major overhaul, of then 16 twice, and one three times. Up un-

til recent times the manufactures guarvnteed uninterruopted operation of motors

during the course of one year. If the consumers made use of this guarantee

the factories would have to supplementarily for every 100 motors furnish

free of charge to the consumers twenty more motors.

Let us assume that the supplying factories considerably improved the do-

pendability of the motors. Let us assume thdt the major overhau.L vwil amount

to once In 25 years. In this case the dependability of the motor related

to the guarantee period t = 1 year, with an average time between major break-

downs m = 25 years. would be equal to B a @-0,04 = 0.96. With an average

time between major breakdowns m = 2.S years per there will be withdrawn for

major overhaul four motors.

At many factories of the USSR there are lots of motors the withdrawal

of which for major overhaul during 5 to 10 years does not exceed one or two

for severid hundred. 7or these motors the average time between major break-

downs gpes as high as 1,000 and more years i > 1,000 years). Some motors

under heavg conditions without any servicing are capable of faultless opera-

tion up to 5 years in the sealed condition. The dependability of such mo-

tors with relation to major breakdowns for a yearly period of operation

(t a I year) turns out to be I z0.999.

For such motors a one-year or three-year guarantee of faultless opera-
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tion has scientific meaning since the probability of the, iotor's getting

out of order during the year amounts to P < 0.001 or lese them 1%.

The dependability of the aggregate of the industrial article represents

the product of the dependabilities of its structural hssemblies and partei

H = HH.H... ff. (5)

where 31 - Hn is the dependability of the assemblies and parts:

--L (6)

an is tke average time between breakdowns in the action of the nth assem-

bly or part of the device.

According to data of the Mmgnitogorsk Metallurgical Combine (101) the

distribution of the damage over the separate units of the construction of mo-

tors on AC is as follows: winding of stator 91%: vinding of rotor 6.7%:

mechanical damage 1.3%; damage to bearings 1%.

These statistical data are based on a considerable amount of damage

and therefore can be acceoted for investigation as trustworthiy.

Let us set up the dependability of the separate constructive units of

an AC motor in accordance with the 304 data. For this purpose we will use

the expression (5)t - 9 # 9 .
11=e " e •r","e "e ?

tx tx tX
Where m1 -4 , mz 6'' ., z1, and m4 =tx are the average times between

breakdowns: of the winding of the stator, winding of the rotor, mechanical

units of the construction of the motor, *nd units of bearings of the motor.

Ry substituting the values obtained mlj-ma in (7) ve got

• ~~~H=e-=-•. e?

Hence, tz = 100 m. , .

Hy substituting the value mn obtained in (6) we get values of dependa-

bility of torts and units of the construction of motors on AC with relation
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to major bre-kdowns in accordance with the NMK data (Table 1).

_________________ able 1

Structural unit of motor Dependability Average period of ser-
with t a a a vice between major brak-
3 years downs, years

Stator Aindin 0..05 5.5

90tor winding 0.925 7?.5

Mechanical parts 0.987 371.

Bearings 0."99 00

Rational construction of a mechanical device should assure close to iden-

tical dependability of the parts and assemblies, the average time of fault-

less action of which should be proportionally greater as the number of parts

and assemblies Is greater and also the required time for faultless working.

Let us set up in accordance with the )Wr data the dependability of an

asynchronous motor with a shortcircuit rotor wlt)ý relation to the moderate

and major overhauls, taking into consideration also the breakdown of the

thrust antifriction bearings "he replacing of which requires the carrying

out of moderate repairs to the motors. Let us take the average service life

of the thrust anti4riction bearings to be 7.5 thousand hours, -tud the av-

erage number of hours of the motor's being connected in (number of hours

of working of the bearings) as equal to 1.5 thousand hours per year. Then

the average tinm between breakdown of the bearings amounts to 5- years.

With t y ear i,5 .: g =O,405,.:

MS,-OAS ._ 0 ,9' (,.• • ,7 7b)

Bence I a C, 0.136.

Consequently the insufficient average service life of the thrust anti-

friction bearings and the dependability of the stator windIng sharply re-

duce the dependabiity of motors with relation 'o the moderate and major

rTD-TT-63-35/1 + 2 6



overhauls. For a period of 5 years of operation of 20O motors the probable

withdrawla for major and minor repairs vould be t6 motors, In this number

2?'once, 27 twice, 17 three times, 9 four times, 4 firvt*mes, and I sis times,

amounting altogetter to 200 breakdowns.

If the dependability of the stator winding related to 5 years of oper-

ation (t = 5 years) Is raised to El a 0.82 (an1  25 years). and the service

life of the thrust antifriction bearings is raised to 30 thousand hours

(m4 a 30 years. W4 = 0.78). then the general dependability 1 the asynchronaus

motor with a shortcircuit rotor related to 5 years of operation is raised tot

H : 0.82 - 0.925 * 0.987 • 0.78 = 0.585.

In this case out of 100 motors with a shortcircuit rotor for 5 years

of operation there would be withdrawn for major and minor repasts 41 motors

with 53 breakdowns.

Outlays for Remairs and Maintenance of Motors The author has at his

disposal data on major overhauls of motors at 122 enterorlses and combines.

At these enterprises tbere are installed 237 thousand motor with a total pow-

er of about 6.35 million kv. From this lot of motors there were withdrawn

in the course of a year for major overhaul 42.704 motors (1% of the motors

installed).

At some enterprises the withdrawal of motors for major overhaul is con-

siderably higher than the average data. Thus. for example, at a large mining-'

metallurgical combine the withdrawal of motors for major everhbaul in 199

amounted to 234, at a tire factory 26.4%,. at a machine-building factory 31.4%,

at an electric-lamp factory 41.6%, at some medium-steed metallurgi€al plants

in 1958 43. at a red-lead-oxide factory.A3.0, and at the factory $troy-

detal '1 00.

From an analysis of the data it follows that the withdrawal of motors

-.D-.T-63-335/l 4 2



__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _?able 2 ,

Branch of Industry Average Specific expenditures per year. rub/Iry
witbdraw- - -

tore for r it. I
major 0 0 04 k o A ,.overh*•ul &$ .9.U%. d. "• ' a

O0e 0 x 
0

0 0 so
for year r. 0 -

*S. % m•N 0

.0.
. O0.. .S. ?.

Machine building eand ,
metsl working 19 1.2 2 0.5 0.? 0.7 1.P 2.0 i.3

Rlectrotechnical and
radiotechnical 15 2.5 1 0.5 0.3 0.3 3.0 6 3.6

LiFrt industry 12 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.4 9.6 46.5
Food provision 29 1.8 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.9 1 2 67.0
minldng materials 29 1.2 0.5 1.2 0.2 1 1.2 9 2.7.6
Construction work 319 2.4 0.1 1 0 0.6 2 0 .. 7.4 2 .5
ALerahe for industry

and construction X0 1.2 1.5 1.3 0.4 0.4 1. 3.6 L0.z

for major overhaul Is greater in proportion as the number Is greater of asyn.

chronous motors with shortcircuit rotor in generil use as well as crane moterS

and in proportion as their power Is smaller.

The average power of the motors at the 122 enterprises under consider&-

tion amounted to 26.8 kw. whereas the average power of all motors Installed

in the USSR is 8.7 kw, i. s.. one third as much. Therefore the yearly viit-

drawal of motors for major repair In the USSR should be 18%, as is the case

at the 122 enterprises, and not less than 20% of the installed number of mo-

tors, snd not less than 16% of the insthlled power.

At 20 enterprises at which there are data on the operations of 157 thou•.

sand motors durine the year 52,494 were withdrawn for moderate repairs. The

relstbo number of motors withdrawn for major %nd lesser repairs during the

year amounted to more than 504 (m < 2 years). The dependability of the motor

r)D-T'.-63-3./1 2 8



with relation to major &ad *odera&e repairs at these enterprises for 5 years

-.Oountd to$ -

For 5 years the vivsber of major %nd moderate brak.downs for each motor

was more than 2.5.

The data for the average specific expenditures for repairs, maintenance,

and loss from stoppage of motors per kv of Installed power in a number of

brhnchies of Industry and construction in accordance with the data of 120 en-

terprises are given in Table 2.

The change In the specific expenditures for repairs and maintenance

of motors and loss from stoppage depends on the dependability of the motors,

their average power (in a given branch). and the design of the motors (open

or protected), as veil as the relative number of more dependable DC motors,

the relative number of less dependable AC motors, crane and generkl-purpose

motors with power up 100 kw and the especially less dependable small dimen-

sions of these motors, the load, the character of production, and the condi-

*tions of operation.

At some large enterprises the cost of repairs of motors reaches several

millions of rubles per year. Thus at one mining-metallurgical combine the

cost of major and moderate overhauls of motors in 1959 amounted to 3.15 mil-

lion rubles, and at one metallurgical combine the cost of all the repLirs

equalled 2 million rubles.

From an analysis of the data of users about the relative number of elec-

trotechnical personnel occupied with repairs and operation of motors, it fol-

love that in repair and operation of motors in industry about 1.?% of the

whole force is occupied, 1. e., not less than 350 persons, among them about

*In Table 2 and from here on the data are fcr the prices of 1961.
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10% of engineering workers. The largenoss of the number and the qualifica-

tion of this personnel Is evidenced by the data of the All-Union census of

1959, according to which of the 1.2b9 thousand Installers. electricians, and

inspectors of electrical networks, 63.6% had intermediate qnd higher education.

Investigatlon& showed that th- operational personal successfully a*sure

faultless operation of the motors if they are produced witn the proter de-end-

ability. Only in a few branches of the people's economy--building and the

building-material Industry- Is the technical level of the operation of the

electric motors clearly not up to par.

Basic Causes of Insufficient Deendability of Motors The basic reason

for the frequent getting out of order of motors In the people's economy turns

out to be insufficient design dependability.

Some specialists who have developed designs of motors do not agree with

this. eowever, as follows from the decisions of ma consultations and con-

ferences in which users took par$, many designers and factory producers of

motors have little connection with the operation of the motors developed and

manufactured by them.

In electrical machine manufacturing as In machine manufacturing generally

increased stress on the active parts results in a considerable economy of

materials in producing motors and lessens their cost, but when it passes &

certain level it unavoidably lowers the dependability and increases the ten-

dency to damage and cost of operation.

Under the conditions of a socialistic people's economy reducihg expendi-

ture only In manufacturing io not justified. The created design should gua%-

antes the minium overall outlay covering both the produetion and the operation.

The designers of electric motors do not sufficiently take into consi&.

oration the practical modes of operating motors, which are constoerably dif-

7'D-TT-63-35/1 + 2 10



feroat from those which can be artifically created in the laboratorles of

electrotechnical factories and Institutes In the researching and testlig of

motors.

Notors under the ccnditions of operation may not be overloaded, while

the causes of overloading are very many. They are the malfunctioning of

mechanisms. considerable deviation of thi frequency or the voltage of the

circuit either downward or upward, the thickening of tt4 lubricant of mechan-

ines In cold weather, exceedin the rated temperature in the surrounding

medium in certain periods of the year and day, high load at the moments of

especially high forcing of a production process, local shortclrcultings of

neighboring sheets of active steel and increa.e in heating of the active

parts at these places, exceeding the rated values of the current and losses

of running idle in the course of operation, and many others.

In dei•gning th'- pArts and asseblies of motors one should take into con-

sideration what has been said above. Under any practical circumstances and

generml modes of working there fhould be assured long-duration operation

with a minimum of breakdowns in action attributable to the design of the

motors. Into the design of the motors, into all the parts and assemblies

the" should be Uput" fundamental reserves of strength as is done in the de-

signing of the parts of mechanical devices and metallic constructions. For

this there should be developed a 'Theory of the resistance of electrotech-

nical materialsU the essence of which should be scientifically and practic-

ally based reserves of strength and coefficients of dependability.'

It Is necessary on the basis of systematic study of exierlence in oper-

ation of developed machines to differentiate and match the permissible

stresses and reserves of strength in accordance with concrete conditions of

oceration mnd production of motors by the quiality of the original materials

M "-N63-35/1 . 2 11



attained .ot hi level of technology. This can be assured if systematic ii-

vestigations of the working of motors, the collection of the necessary eta-

tistical data, kad the study of the conditions of operation are made an Ism.

serarable part of the activity of designing staffs.

At the present time there are no grounds brexcess haste in Introduciag

into operation untested mass-produced nV setors, if their dependability has

not been Improved. One should bear in mind the relatively insignificant

obtainable economy in expenditure at the fact.ries in the electrotechnical

industry in introducing new series in compc.rison with the considerable

amount of work Jrnd material involved in repair and maintenance and the

great loss from stop.pae of the motors.

For the time being it is important to introduce such serles-made motors

as sharply improve the deoendability, which should be previously proved by the

computation method and in .practice.

Q of Manufacture and Selection of Motors In the decisions

of the consultations ann conferences the consumers noted the unsatisfactory

quality in the manufacture of motors.

The operational personnel at the huge enterprises.before putting the me-

tars into operation at the time of repairs, remove the shortcomings and de-

fects gradually getting the motors into a conditioned state. From this time

on the motors' getting out of order depends very little on the quality of the

manufacture and is determined only by the stresses on the active parts per-

mitted by the designers, and on the loads permitted by the operationalper-

sonnel.

Some designers and factory producers consider that the unsatisfactory

quality In the manufacture and of the original materials, as well as the un-

satisfactory level of the tecnology in the manufacture, along with mistakes

MT..T-63-35/1 4, 2 12



in tbe selection of motors by the planners of organisations and machim-

bullaing factories constitute the main cause of so many motors getting out

of order.

A study of data from operations does not Justify one's agreeinC with such

. one-sided conclusion. The correct selection of the design (protected or

open), the kind of current (AC or DC). the rate of revolution (3,000 or 1,500--

1,000 rpm), and class of insulation of windings (ordinary or heat-resistant)

at the present time are of great significance. One should attach mach Im-

.•ortance to the selection of motors, preferring those the design dependabil-

ity of which is higher.

As experience shows the getting out of order and the dependability of the

vArious designs and constructions to a great extent do not depend on the de-

sign of the motors or the kind of insulation of the windings, but is deter-

mined mainly by the relative heat stress of the aclive parts, i. e., by the

difference between the actuaAlly rated level of heating of the active parts

and the extreme allowable heating.

Experience shows that the protected AC motors with stator winding of the

insulated class A with frequent impregnation of the windings and insignifi-

cant heating of the windings (for exhmple. the Stries WEA and MM of the

Taroslav Rlectromechanical Factor,'), despite long years of operation, prove

to be satisfactorily dependable, while the cloned motors with silicon-organic

insulation and heating of the windings above 1200 C are less dependable.

The effect of the heating of the active parts is especialy noticeable

in the study of the dAta of the operation of the structurally complicated

alectric-machine amplifiers of the series M4U and the simplest asynchronous

motors with shortcircuited rotor of the single series A which make these

amplifiers rotate. The two machines have identical protection design %na

'D-TT-63-35/l + 2



identic-il winding wire and form of the groove. Hovevor, the beating of

the active prts of the motors Is considerably greater tban for those of

the amplifiers. Therefore the amplifiers rarely got opt of order, but

the mot,,rs very often.

-It is impossible to explain the great ;mount of getting out of order

in the case of the series motors simply by the cefects in tec-noloa .%ad

the quality of the original nateriel. since the same factories produce more

dependable and less dependable motors.

Thus, for example, in the same production areas, by the same worken

there were prepared identical motors of the same power of the series MTV

and NMIT (with insulation of class 3) and series 1C and NU (with Insulation

of class A). The dependability of the motors of the series MTY dand XT

under equal conditions of operation was higher than for the motors at the

series XT and NM. The only explanation of this fact '.a the greater stress

on the active parts of the motors of the series NU ad W.

The quality of the original matorials-of the winding wires, of the in-

sulation materials, and of the Level of production technology should be con-

stantly imoroved, since on this depends the dewendabIlity of the motors.

However, these measures will not give the desired effect unless there is a

reduction of the stress on the active pprts. i. e., unless there is an in-

crease in the reserve of strength in the motors.

The losses of electric energy in motors brings about supplementary

losses dependent on them In the circuits for local and general uie, In tranm-

formers at substations. and for one's own meeds of electflc stations. The

multiplicator factor of losses L0) in motors from supplesentar7 loesaes of en-

ergy In power systems on the average in the USSR should be taken as about

equal to 1.35, and in esprate cases where there is considerable lose of



elen:trical energy in circuits it can amount to 1.5 or more.

The losses in motors and the losses depending on them In power systems

is compensated by the production of additional electrical energy at the power

stations. They should be transmitted, converted, and distributed in the

transmission lines :aAd in the circuits of gener-1 and local use. For com-

peasating these losses the power of the electrical stations -.-d fuel ontpr-

prises should be increoded. Corresnondingly there should be increases in

the power systems ftnd circuits lbr general use by consumers. The

combined major outlays in other branches of the people's economy according

to lehding indices of the determination of the economic effectiveness of

major investments should be taken into consideration. The greater the

number of hours of use the more rational the increase in the efficiency of

the motors will be. For example, in increasing the efficiency of a synchron-

ous motor with a power of 10,000 kv of the convertor unit of the main drives of

rolling mills from 96 to 9K1 its cost was increased, hat not by more than

1* times, i. e., not more than 25 thousand rubles. The expenditures, how-

ever, for equipment at the electrical stations, power systems, ;%d fuel

enterprises for 5,000 of use were lowered by 82,9 thousand rubles. The

example cited shows the great effectiveness of increating the efficiency of

motors.

The higher the power indices of the motors the less the heating losses

in them will be, and the lower under stable equal conditions the level in

theo of beat stress on active parts. The lower their heating the treater

their depeanablity.

The following formulation of the rule for the period of service of the

Insulation of the winding of motors as depends on the heating is Ikown:

'With increase (decrease) in the heating of the winding for each t--10°C

F1!D-TT'-63-35/l * 2 13



the period of service of the insulation it decreased (incroeasd) by a fctor

or 2. This rule can be exoressed in another loss well known foroulatioa:

'The period of insuiation of the windings is inversely pro.,ortional approx-

iugstely to a fourth of a deoree of overheating of the winding above the

nstin4l rated temperature of the surrounding medium.9

The results of the com;utations in the application of these formulas

are approximately Identical. By using the second formula we got

r, ý j ~

where T is the period of service of the insulation:

'ie the excess of heating in SC.

By taking into consideration that the excess of heating of the motors

under stable equal conditions in great measure Is proportional to their

power losses, we find:

TP (9)

In Table 3 .there are shown averaged data for the change in the period

of service of the windings of the

.1 ~ ' ... motors and the dependability of
-4 11 D '60 U I

0 , the windings and the dependability

of the AC motors in relation to a%
U ~0 0 o a q

" •' I• • • jor overhauis with an increase

i f0A above d?% of the mean weighted of-

P 4 ficiencyof the motors wor ingInX V -1 1 .0 icec

0 o k 0 Industry.I so
I!U.0 ~ 1a~ V Nre1-10 Table 3 Is conyilea In accord,.

a7 5.5174.351 4 0.5 92.5 .37 I20 30.2 &nee with Tables l and 2 and the ox-
5 7,9 107 7.Sl.• 9& 42 14 7.7

Me Inn? 160 10.2 65.5 96 61.1 9.S 6.o
90 17•7 240 14.7 75 97. 71 6.8 4.7 pressions (5) and (9). The data in
91 26 M7 19.2 A2 g4 77.4 5.2 4.0
92 43. 6%2 226.3! FA qg A2.&' 3.9 .3.9 8 41,1 30 1 936 M ' 90 12 2.5 Table 3 are approximate. However,
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they kre based on the theory of probability and mathematical statistics, and

are therefore trustworthy.

The com-ated coefficients are chosen in such a way as not allow one to

exceed the comrsted data. As follows from Table 3 in ralsing the mean weighted

efficiency of the motors from 87 to 91% the specific operational outlays for

1 kw of power of installed motors aporoximately should be lowered from 10.2

to 4.0 rubles and in raising the efficiency up to 934, from 10.2 to 2.5

rubles.

In Table 4 there are shown the total outlays for maintenance and repairs

and also the numerosity of the personnel servicing the motors in industry In

the USSR in 1965 as depends on the level of efficiency (dependability) of the

motors.

Table 4 Is compiled in accord- T a b 1 e 4

ance with the data of Tables 2 and Mean weighted Numerosity of Total costs
efficiency of personnel set for repairs

3. In it it Is assumed that in motors in in- vicing motori andamainte-
dustry. % in industry nance of mo-

1965 the power of motors installed thousands of tore and lose
persons from stoprqge•

in the USSR amounted to 165 nil- of motors, bil-
lions of rubles

lion kv. It Is assumed that the
87 40 1.6

number of personnel occupied in P8:.07 i.14149 242 OM
W0 19 0.07

the operation and repairing of no- 91 170 O.S7
¶92 144 0.45g3 1i 0,35

tore at the present level of de-

pendability of motors amounts to 400 thousand persons, i. e.,if treys

proportion to the increase in all workers and attendants occupied in industry.

Besides it Is assumed that the outlays for repairs and loss from stoppage with

the dependability of motors corresponding to 1cp = 87% increases proportional-

Ay to the Installed power of the motors. It is considered that 1/3 of all

outlay• for the maintenance of motors does not depend on their dependability

ITD-T!'-63-35/1 4 2 17
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Fig. 2. Curve of the economic offec-

-1 dtive improvement in the efficiency of

Fig. 1. Capital outlays and outlays motors in Industry in the USSR in

for operation of motors working in 1965 vith different computed periods

industry (referred to 1961) as do- for the supplementary capital outlays

pends on mean weighted efficiency, to pay for themselves.

but 2/3 are proportional to the withdrawal of motors for major repairs. All

the remair.ing expenditures and loss from stopphge are taken as proportional to

the withdrawal of motors for major repairs.

In this way the increased .power indices not only lower the expenditure of

electrical energy and the outlays for the building of supplementary power of

fuel enterprises, electrio-power stations, and energy systems, but simaltan-

eously increase the dependability of the motors.

The combined relationship in the people's economy in the USSR between

the cost of motors and the cost of electric power Is different from the same

relationship abroad. In the USSR the cost of electric power Is higbor than

in the capitalistic countries (on the average in the USSR one kw-hr amounts to

1-l1.4 copeck and in the USA to O.Z5-0.27 copecir), but t.e cost of motors

Is loss (in the USSR 0.5-1.25 rables/kg and in the USA 1.5--3.3 "rabMi/g.

JD-T-63-35/l #. 2 1



This difference Is not accidental: it. is based on the peculiarities of

the socialistic people's economy in the period of steady electrification

with It~s high profitableness ind mes production of motors.

Therefore if the mean veighted efficiency of motors of M--U9% in some

nesure Is profitable under the conditions of the USA still the mean weighted

efficiency of motors of about t7% in no measure corresponds to the economlc

conditions of the USSR.

In Fig. 1 there are shown the results of a computalon based on the need

for considerably increosing the efficiency of motors. The curve@ are can-

p00i for installed pever of motors PAr 165 million kv, i. e., for the in-

dstry in the USSR in 1965, Pnd in accordance with the formulas

&K,=P, IK. l. (14)

J(. P.-- " .]x

where A K and K,? 200 rubles/kw is the reduction in outlays and mean emecif-

ic outlays for the building of electric-oover stations,

trantmission lines, and electrical networts for general

and local use:

hA: 1.500 hr and he = 5,000 hr are, respectively, the numbar

of hours of use in a year of motors and electrio-pooer

stational

J: 1,351e the multiplication factor of the losses in moos and

electrical systems andfor one's-own need of electric-

power stations:

IA is the cost of electric motors taking into account the

expenditures for sup.lpmentary major construction;

:q0 a 12 rables/ky is the average specific cost of motors in

in 1965 with I 1 0 0i .

1MT-T"-63-3/1 + 2 19



Fig. ,. Curves of the specific expen-

ditures of wire materials In the in-

dustry of the uSMR (In accordance with

the equivalent of copper) for I kv of

povor of motors being manufactured, as

aepends on their mean voigfted effi-

clency. 'Th expenditure of copper In

motore:
100--87 I

MA, -AfW 100---- 11 - 0.02S (v,- V$ a)

where ., 2.5 kg/k1:

expenditures of copper for repairs:
A i, - A S . . IS o e-5 e-1 b )

where 1 l kgk2:

economy of copper in electric systems:

where a= * ..

The expression (1) comatpes the increase In the cost of motors as

doubled for each subsequent incre:,se In the efficiency by 4% und decrease

in the requirement for manufacturing motors by 54 for each increase in the

efficiency of 2%.

The decrease In the expenditure for the building of fuel enterprises is

determined by the formula

P (12)

where h•p and Ky- 60 rubles/t is the decrease in the expenditure and moan

spe specific outlays for the building of fuel enterprises.

for 1 t of conventional fuell

MD-T,-63-35/2 + 2 20



S: 0.5 * 10'3 t/kv-hr is the average specific eXP~editure of

Conventtional fel.

The values KI and K, are take In a, cordance with the data of the ?-year

plan 1959-1965. The curve Cý 4- Co 4- Cn is plotted In accordance with the

data of Table 4.

The curves of the copmputed expenditures P3 in Fig. 2 are conmputed by

the formnla

where 7 is the period for the expenditure to pay for Itself.

The curves ot the expeditures for Aire naterINs in the people's economy

with change In the efficiency are shown In Fig. 3,.

**The conclusion of the article will b xuablished in tho folloving

number.
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